beauty, creativity, and safety
operating in unison

Hotel Shangri-La
Toronto, ON / C1029
COOL-Pack Technology

The glass temperatures on a gas fireplace typically range ±500˚F. Even momentary contact at these extreme temperatures would result in serious burns to the skin.

Montigo’s patented COOL-Pack and Power COOL-Pack glass technologies have been designed to significantly increase safety by maintaining glass temperatures as low as 115˚F (46˚C).

COOL-Pack technology makes it safe to touch the glass, reducing associated liability risks for the property owner.

Venting

Montigo power vents are designed and manufactured in-house to ensure an optimized fireplace system is created.

Our power venting system allows for unlimited vent lengths, turns, and even downwards slopes without affecting the safety or aesthetic of the fireplace. Venting between the fireplace and termination can be run well beyond 500ft.

Multiple power venting options provide flexibility:

- **External**
  - Roof
  - Wall
  - Updraft (low profile)

- **Internal**
  - Inline
  - Flush Wall

- **Vent Free (outdoor only)**
  - Front
  - Rear

Intake Locations

Montigo develops all units from an installation friendly perspective.

Multiple intake location options mean the fireplace will not dictate, but adapt to your design. Intake location options vary depending on configuration and size of unit.

Six options provide adaptability:

- Bottom
- One Side
- Front
- Both Sides
- Rear
- Top

Linear Flame Patterns

- Ribbon
- Hi-Low
Configurations

- Single Sided
- See Through
- Corner L/R
- Panorama
- Peninsula
- Open Firepit
- Four Sided
- Single Sided
- See Through
- Round
- Octagon
- Tornado

Custom hood available

Shown with optional custom hood

Elkhart Health Fitness Center
Elkhart, IN / T4132TRI

burner styles

- Traditional
- Linear
- Round
- Octagon
- Tornado

NOTE: Burner styles may not be compatible with all unit configurations.
burner media & accessories

Stones, Glass & Beads

- Amber HW1261
- Onyx HW1259
- Alabaster HW1260
- Glacier HW1219B
- Ice HW1157
- Copper HW1143
- Platinum HW1144
- Obsidian HW1113
- Ivory HW1111
- Frost HW1112
- Ebony HW1091
- Sage HW1082
- Quartz HW1106
- Frost HW1112
- Coastal HW1262
- Alabaster HW1260
- Onyx HW1259
- Ice HW1157
- Copper HW1143
- Platinum HW1144
- Obsidian HW1113
- Ivory HW1111
- Frost HW1112
- Ebony HW1091
- Sage HW1082
- Quartz HW1106
- Coastal HW1262
- Alabaster HW1260
- Onyx HW1259
- Ice HW1157
- Copper HW1143
- Platinum HW1144
- Obsidian HW1113
- Ivory HW1111
- Frost HW1112
- Ebony HW1091
- Sage HW1082
- Quartz HW1106
- Coastal HW1262
- Alabaster HW1260
- Onyx HW1259
- Ice HW1157
- Copper HW1143
- Platinum HW1144
- Obsidian HW1113
- Ivory HW1111
- Frost HW1112
- Ebony HW1091
- Sage HW1082
- Quartz HW1106

Firebox Accents

Reflective Panels (Optional, Panels are available in multiples of 3, with a maximum height of 48”)

LED Uplighting (Optional, Linear Only)
burner media & accessories

BF Logs

Traditional Logset (Shown with Lava Rock and Embers, Included)

Campfire Logset (Shown with Lava Rock and Embers, Included)

Driftwood & Rock

Driftwood & Speckled Stones (Linear, Optional)

Speckled Stones (Linear, Optional)

Lava Rock & Embers (BF, Included)

River Rock (Linear, Optional)
Montigo Custom Commercial

Montigo is proud to offer a true “custom commercial” program where you can bring your ideas to life. Whether it’s a simple custom dimension for a traditional style, an elongated or complicated venting run, or a vision for a cutting-edge design, Montigo is your solution provider.

With decades of manufacturing excellence, collaborative relationships with architects and designers, and an instinctive drive to lead the fireplace revolution, Montigo delivers the perfect fireplace to fit your style – if you can dream it, the Montigo engineers can build it.

Every unit passes through extensive pre-shipment testing at our in-house CSA accredited lab and leaves our factory bearing the CSA logo.

Innovative design, crafted with care, and unique to each installation. From private luxury homes, to hotels, casinos, restaurants, and other public spaces, a fire feature is the heart of every warm and inviting space.

hotels
restaurants
universities
hospitals
retail
retirement
 casinos
spas
airports
stadiums
residential
multi-family

for more inspiration go to www.montigo.com

Sawridge Inn
Edmonton, AB / C1220ST